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Inside Server-Based Applications is designed to guide you from being a server-based applications novice to becoming a server-based applications expert. I start with some general background material about server-based applications and then move into the specifics of the APIs and technologies that allow you to create useful server-based applications for Microsoft Windows 2000.

I wrote this book for the developer who wants to understand the underlying Win32 programming elements that make server-based development possible. In order to get the most from this book, you should be familiar with C++, especially the Microsoft Visual C++ programming environment. It is not essential that you have extensive experience with the Win32 API, but it won't hurt.

The Active Server Pages (ASP) and Internet Server API (ISAPI) examples in this book assume that you have some familiarity with Internet Information Server (IIS). The ASP examples also assume some familiarity with VBScript or Microsoft Visual Basic. Familiarity is not essential, however, because most of the VBScript used in the examples simply accesses methods of objects, something any C++ programmer will likely be comfortable doing. One of the examples uses JScript created on the server to be passed to the client. You'll also need to know JScript to understand the details of the example, but understanding the broader implications of creating client-side scripting and sending it to the client does not require knowledge of JScript.

Some examples use Microsoft SQL Server, both as a simple data source and as a sever-side development environment. Using SQL Server as a server-side development environment does require some understanding of SQL.
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Special Edition (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
ASP.NET allows web sites to display unique pages for each visitor rather than  show the same static HTML pages. The release of ASP.NET 2.0 is a revolutionary  leap forward in the area of web application development. It brings with it a  wealth of new and exciting built-in functions that reduce the amount of code  you'll need to write for even...
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Objective-C for Absolute Beginners: iPhone, iPad and Mac Programming Made EasyApress, 2018

	
		Learn Objective-C and its latest release, and learn how to mix Swift with it. You have a great idea for an app, but how do you bring it to fruition? With Objective-C, the universal language of iPhone, iPad, and Mac apps. 

	
		Using a hands-on approach, you'll learn how to think in programming terms, how to use...
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Migrating Applications to IPv6O'Reilly, 2011

	How badly will IPv6 break your application? What do you need to consider to make
	your application “IPv6-ready”? What questions should you ask?


	In the ideal world, your application should “just work” on IPv6, just as it does on IPv4.
	However, in the real world, application issues crop up. These could be...
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Springer Handbook of Geographic InformationSpringer, 2012

	Computer science provides a powerful tool that was virtually unknown three generations ago. Some of the classical fields of knowledge are geodesy (surveying), cartography, and geography. Electronics have revolutionized geodetic methods. Cartography has faced the dominance of the computer that results in simplified cartographic products. All...
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How To Think Like A Computer Scientist: C++ VersionCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2009

	The goal of this book is to teach you to think like a computer scientist. 1 like
	the way computer scientists think because they combine some of the best fea
	tures of Mathematics, Engineering, and Natural Science. Like mathematicians,
	computer scientists use formal languages to denote ideas (specifically computa
	tions). Like engineers,...
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The Ethics of Research BiobankingSpringer, 2009
Biobanking, i.e. storage of biological samples or data emerging from such samples for diagnostic, therapeutic or research purposes, has been going on for decades. However, it is only since the mid 1990s that these activities have become the subject of considerable public attention, concern and debate. This shift in climate is due to several...
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